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Abstract The dual-component model contends that work-
ing memory (WM) capacity consists of two components.
The first is a flexible attention component that involves the
active maintenance of a limited amount of information in
primary memory (PM), and the second is a controlled re-
trieval component that involves a cue-dependent search of
secondary memory (SM) for information that has been lost
from PM. Recent evidence has suggested that the adaptive
WM training regimen known as “Cogmed-RM” is not opti-
mally designed, because it only targets PM abilities, not SM
abilities. The present study was conducted to investigate
whether Cogmed-RM could be modified to target SM abil-
ities by decreasing the recall accuracy threshold that defines
individual ability during training. The main findings sug-
gested that the SM component of WM capacity could be
targeted by lowering the recall accuracy threshold. The
present findings are important because they suggest that
adaptive training regimens can be designed that selectively
target specific components of WM capacity, and they raise
the possibility that the potency of existing training regimens
can be increased.

Keywords Working memory capacity . Working memory
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Recent advances in neuroplasticity have raised the possibility
that cognitive health may be optimized and preserved by
engaging in training exercises that are specifically designed
to target basic cognitive mechanisms. The societal implica-
tions of improved cognitive fitness are vast, and a recent
market analysis suggested a growing public interest in these
interventions, as expenditures increased from approximately
$100 million in 2005 to approximately $225 million in 2007,
with the largest increases occurring within the personal and
healthcare segments of the market (Fernandez & Goldberg,
2008). However, despite the potential health benefits associ-
ated with cognitive-fitness regimens, empirical studies aimed
at establishing the effectiveness of these interventions have
generally lagged behind this growing public interest.

Critical to establishing the long-term utility of cognitive-
fitness regimens is whether interventions can be designed
that are flexible enough to maintain training effects outside
the specific training environment—producing so-called far-
transfer effects. Equally important is understanding the
causal etiology of these far-transfer effects so that the mech-
anisms underlying cognitive enhancement can be ascer-
tained; this goal has fostered the development of training
regimens that are designed to train specific cognitive pro-
cesses, rather than a complex mixture of different processes
(Lustig & Flegal, 2008).

Some evidence now suggests that adaptive training of
working memory (WM) can enhance higher-order cognitive
abilities (see Buschkuehl & Jaeggi, 2010; Diamond & Lee,
2011; Klingberg, 2010; Melby-Lervåg & Hulme, 2012;
Morrison & Chein, 2011; Shipstead, Hicks, & Engle,
2012; and Shipstead, Redick, & Engle, 2010, 2012, for
recent reviews). For instance, recent empirical studies have
been interpreted to suggest that training-induced increases in
WM capacity can be accompanied by improvements in fluid
intelligence (Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Perrig, 2008;
Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Shah, 2011; Jausovec &
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Jausovec, 2012; Klingberg, Fernell, Olesen, Johnson,
Gustafsson, Dahlström and Westerberg 2005), reading com-
prehension (Chein & Morrison, 2010; Dahlin, 2010), math
competence (Holmes, Gathercole, & Dunning, 2009), and
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) symptoms
(Beck, Hanson, Puffenberger, Benninger, & Benninger,
2010; Gibson, Gondoli, Johnson, Steeger, & Morrissey,
2011; Holmes, Gathercole, Place, Dunning, Hilton, & Elliot
2010; Klingberg et al., 2005).

However, others have questioned the causal etiology of
these effects by questioning whether the benefits of adaptive
WM training are actually due to changes in WM capacity
(Shipstead et al., 2012a, b). Hence, although adaptive WM
training regimens may be capable of enhancing higher-level
cognitive abilities, the causal etiology of these far-transfer
effects remains poorly understood, and ironically may not
include a role for WM capacity. There is thus a critical need
to understand which components of WM capacity are tar-
geted by existing training regimens.

Recently, Gibson and colleagues (Gibson et al., 2011;
Gibson, Kronenberger, Gondoli, Johnson, Morrissey, &
Steeger, 2012) have attempted to clarify the etiology of
WM training within the context of the dual-component
model of WM (Unsworth & Engle, 2007a; Unsworth &
Spillers, 2010). According to this model, WM capacity is
composed of at least two dissociable components: (1)the
active maintenance of a limited amount of information in
primary memory (PM) and (2)the retrieval of goal-relevant
information from secondary memory (SM) after that infor-
mation has been lost from PM (due to failures of active
maintenance and/or storage limitations).

Gibson et al. (2011) investigated whether the PM or SM
component of WM capacity, or both, could be enhanced by
one well-known and widely used adaptive WM training
regimen known as “Cogmed-RM,” which contains a mix-
ture of both verbal and spatial simple-span exercises. Be-
cause spatial simple-span tasks may engage the components
of WM capacity more than verbal simple-span tasks (Kane,
Hambrick, Tulholski, Wilhelm, Payne, & Engle, 2004;
Miyake, Friedman, Rettinger, Shah, & Hegarty, 2001;
Oberauer, 2005; Shah & Miyake, 1996), the exercises were
divided into two separate training conditions—a verbal
training condition (N = 20) and a spatial training condition
(N = 17)—to examine whether spatial training might engage
the SM component more than verbal training.

Following Unsworth and Engle (2007a), the numbers of
items recalled from PM and SM, as well as recall accuracy
as a function of serial position, were obtained from perfor-
mance on verbal and spatial immediate free recall tasks. The
main findings showed that Cogmed-RM selectively im-
proved the number of items recalled from PM (d = 0.52),
but not the number of items recalled from SM (d = 0.15).
Consistent with this interpretation, a significant interaction

between serial position and time was also observed when
recall accuracy was analyzed, indicating that improvement
was confined solely to the recency portion of the serial-
position curve. Furthermore, the same pattern was observed
across both the verbal and spatial training conditions.

Gibson et al.’s (2011) findings have important practical
implications for the design of WM training regimens, because
other studies have suggested that the ability to retrieve infor-
mation from SM is just as important as the ability to actively
maintain information in PM, if not more so, for explaining
individual differences in WM capacity (Unsworth & Engle,
2007a; Unsworth & Spillers, 2010; Unsworth, Spillers, &
Brewer, 2010), fluid intelligence (Mogle, Lovett, Stawski, &
Sliwinski, 2008; Unsworth, Brewer, & Spillers, 2009;
Unsworth & Engle, 2007b; Unsworth & Spillers, 2010;
Unsworth et al., 2010), and ADHD symptoms (Gibson,
Gondoli, Flies, Dobrzenski, & Unsworth, 2010). On the
basis of these findings, there is good reason to believe that
the most potent WM training regimens would be those that
can target both PM and SM abilities. Hence, the potential
benefits of WM training regimens such as Cogmed-RM are
not as potent as they could be.

In addition, Gibson et al.’s (2011) findings may also shed
light on Shipstead et al. (2012a) conclusion that WM train-
ing rarely has been shown to enhance the capacity of WM,
as measured by complex-span tasks. Complex-span tasks
require dual-task performance and may provide better meas-
ures of SM than of PM abilities, because the processing task
causes all but the last of the to-be-remembered list items to
be displaced from PM into SM (Unsworth & Engle, 2007b;
see also Chein, Moore, & Conway, 2011). As a result,
successful recall in complex span tasks mostly reflects the
retrieval of information from SM.

In contrast, simple-span tasks may provide better meas-
ures of PM than of SM abilities because the displacement of
items from PM into SM only occurs with relatively long list
lengths in these tasks (i.e., with list lengths that exceed the
storage capacity of PM; Unsworth & Engle, 2007b). As a
result, successful recall in simple-span tasks mostly reflects
the retrieval of information that is actively maintained in
PM, at least when the list length is relatively short. Howev-
er, successful recall in simple-span tasks may increasingly
measure SM abilities (as opposed to PM abilities) as list
length increases beyond the storage capacity of PM (see also
Unsworth & Engle, 2006). Given that Cogmed-RM appears
to target PM more than SM abilities, it is perhaps not too
surprising that such training does not consistently enhance
performance on complex-span tasks.

With these considerations in mind, Gibson et al.
(2012) recently investigated whether Cogmed-RM could
be modified to target the SM component by converting
its standard simple-span exercises into complex-span exer-
cises (see also Chein & Morrison, 2010). This modification
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was accomplished by inserting additional processing tasks
between to-be-remembered list items in a critical subset of
both verbal and spatial exercises, similar to the operation span
(Turner & Engle, 1989) and symmetry span tasks (Kane et al.,
2004), respectively, and two separate training conditions were
compared: a standard-exercise training condition (N = 31) and
a modified-exercise training condition (N = 30).

If inserting an additional processing task causes all but
the last of the to-be-remembered list items to be displaced
from PM into SM, then training with adaptive complex-span
exercises should target SM abilities more than does training
with adaptive simple-span exercises. Thus, SM abilities
might be enhanced to a greater extent following training in
the modified-exercise condition than in the standard-
exercise condition. For this reason, the modified-exercise
condition was construed as the treatment condition in
Gibson et al.’s (2012) study, whereas the standard-exercise
condition was construed as the control condition.

Using the same outcome measures as Gibson et al. (2011),
Gibson et al. (2012) found that the standard-exercise training
condition selectively improved the number of items recalled
from PM (d = 0.36), but not the number of items recalled from
SM (d = 0.04). As such, these findings corroborated the find-
ings reported by Gibson et al. (2011). However, despite evi-
dence that the complex-span exercises were more distracting
than the simple-span exercises across the entire duration of the
training period, the same pattern of results was also observed in
the modified-exercise training condition: Namely, the number
of items recalled from PM was improved (d = 0.47), but the
number of items recalled from SM was not (d = 0.03). In
addition, a significant interaction between serial position and
time was also observed in both training conditions when recall
accuracy was analyzed, indicating that improvement was con-
fined solely to the recency portion of the serial-position curve.
On the basis of these findings, Gibson et al. (2012) concluded
that converting simple-span exercises into complex-span exer-
cises is not sufficient to target the SM component of WM
capacity, perhaps because the insertion of the processing task
does not always cause to-be-remembered list items to be dis-
placed from PM.

Although the use of complex-span tasks may increase the
probability that any given item is lost from PM during
training, satisfaction of this criterion alone does not guaran-
tee that trainees will be given adequate opportunities to
practice retrieving this information from SM. Rather, pro-
viding adequate opportunities to practice retrieving informa-
tion from SM may require further consideration of how the
span length of the adaptive exercises is adjusted on a trial-
by-trial basis to match the WM capacity of the trainee.

There are at least two reasons to suspect that the adaptive
algorithm used in the standard version of Cogmed-RM is
biased to target PM but not SM abilities. First, the recall
accuracy threshold used to adjust list length in standard

versions of Cogmed-RM (Gibson et al., 2011; Holmes et
al., 2009; Klingberg et al., 2005), as in other span-based
adaptive training regimens (Chein & Morrison, 2010), has
been universally set at 100 %. As a result, the length of the
upcoming list will not increase until the trainee can consis-
tently recall all the items on the current list with perfect
accuracy. Second, recall from SM tends to be less accurate
than recall from PM (Unsworth & Engle, 2007a). This is
because recall from SM involves a probabilistic search
through a representation of both relevant and irrelevant
items, whereas recall from PM has been construed as simply
“unloading” the contents of PM (Unsworth, 2007; Unsworth
et al., 2009; Unsworth & Engle, 2007a).

If recall fromSM is harder and less accurate than recall from
PM, then the use of a 100 % recall accuracy threshold may
constrain full engagement of the SM component. For instance,
consider an individual who is training with a 100 % recall
accuracy threshold, and consider that this individual has just
encountered a list that exceeded the storage capacity of PM by
one item. Let us suppose further that this individual was able to
recall all of the items that were being maintained in PM with
perfect accuracy, but failed to recall the one item that was lost
from PM and had to be retrieved from SM. Because list length
is contingent on perfect recall in this context, the length of the
next list will be decreased by one item. In this way, a 100 %
recall accuracy threshold may enable this individual to train at
the maximal (or near maximal) storage capacity of PM, with-
out providing much opportunity to train retrieval from SM.

In contrast, now suppose that this individual had been
training with a lower recall accuracy threshold. Although,
recall failed for the one item that was lost from PM, the length
of the next list would not decrease, but rather would continue
to increase until this individual was unable to satisfy the lower
recall accuracy threshold. Consequently, this individual would
now be given more opportunity to practice retrieving list items
from SM, and as a result, his or her ability to retrieve might
improve, and SM ability could increase.

In summary, increased engagement of the SM component
during training may require decreasing the recall accuracy
threshold from 100 % to a lower value. A decrease in the recall
accuracy threshold will likely elicit more retrieval from SM
before recall is terminated on any given training trial, and it will
also ensure that list length is determinedmore by the limitations
of SM abilities and less by the limitations of PM abilities.

The present study

Researchers who attempt to develop novel, theoretically in-
spired WM training regimens should not be expected to
proceed directly from abstract theory to costly large-scale
randomized controlled trials. Rather, successful development
typically requires one or more exploratory studies to ensure
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that the training regimen is operating as intended (Leon,
Davis, & Kraemer, 2011). Indeed, our two previous training
studies (Gibson et al., 2011, 2012) failed to find any signifi-
cant change in the SM component over time. Consequently, a
more exploratory analytic strategy was viewed as a necessary
(and more feasible) first step in the present study.

Accordingly, the primary purpose of the present study was
to explore whether using a lower recall accuracy threshold
during training could influence SM abilities. If lowering the
recall accuracy threshold can target the SM component, then
significant enhancement of SM abilities should be observed
across time in the present study. Furthermore, significant
enhancement of PM abilities should also be observed across
time in the present study, regardless of whether significant
enhancement of SM abilities was observed.

In addition to examining whether using a lower recall accu-
racy threshold during training can target the SM component, in
the present study we also examined whether the magnitude of
this effect might interact with exercise type. Accordingly, the
lower recall accuracy threshold was implemented within both
the standard-exercise (simple-span) and modified-exercise
(complex-span) training conditions used by Gibson et al.
(2012). According to Unsworth and Engle (2007b), inserting
an additional processing task between to-be-remembered items
(as in complex-span tasks) should cause distraction and in-
crease the probability that list items are lost from PM, regard-
less of list length. If so, then the average span achieved during
training in the modified-exercise condition should be consis-
tently lower than the average span achieved during training in
the standard-exercise condition (Gibson et al., 2012). Further-
more, if lowering the recall accuracy threshold interacts with
exercise type, then greater enhancement of SM abilities may be
observed across time in the modified-exercise training condi-
tion than in the standard-exercise training condition.

If significant change in the SM component of WM ca-
pacity were to be observed over time in the present study,
then it would be reasonable to progress to the second stage
of analysis, which would explore whether the observed
patterns of enhancement could be distinguished from a
control condition. This analysis would compare the active
training conditions to a no-contact control condition that
was not expected to enhance either component of WM
capacity. This comparison would enable us to determine
whether the observed patterns of enhancement could be
distinguished from test–retest effects.

Method

Participants

A total of 20 undergraduates from the University of Notre
Dame were recruited and randomly assigned to either the

standard-exercise (N = 10) or the modified-exercise (N = 10)
training condition. Each participant was paid a total of
$100.00 for their participation (pretraining assessment,
five-week intervention, and posttraining assessment).

Pretraining and posttraining assessments

Consistent with previous studies (Gibson et al., 2011, 2012),
verbal and spatial immediate free recall (IFR) tasks were
used to measure the PM and SM components of WM
capacity in the present study. According to Unsworth and
Engle (2007a), IFR tasks are valid measures of WM capac-
ity. In their reanalysis of Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, and
Conway’s (1999) structural equation model, Unsworth and
Engle (2007a) showed that performance on a verbal IFR
task loaded just as highly on the latent construct of WM
capacity as did performance on three more traditional
complex-span tasks: IFR (.73), operation span (.77), reading
span (.58), and counting span (.62). Unsworth et al. (2010)
replicated these results with a different sample, and they
further reported that the split-half reliability of this verbal
IFR task is .85.

In the present study, one verbal and one spatial IFR task
was administered immediately before and within one week
of finishing the intervention (Gibson et al., 2010, 2011,
2012). In these tasks, 15 lists of 12 unique high-frequency
words or spatial locations were presented. The spatial loca-
tions were randomly selected from a 15 × 15 matrix. Each
item was presented consecutively for 1 s. Following the
presentation of a single list, question marks appeared in
the center of the screen, prompting a response by the par-
ticipant. Participants were given 30 s to recall as many of the
words or spatial locations from the current trial as possible,
in any order that they wished. Words were reported orally
and recorded digitally, whereas spatial locations were
reported by clicking a mouse at the appropriate locations
and stored by the computer. Following previous research
(Gibson et al., 2011, 2012), participants were explicitly
instructed to begin recalling words or spatial locations to-
ward the end of the list to control for recall initiation strat-
egies, though strict serial ordering was not required (see also
Craik & Birtwistle, 1971). For each task, three practice trials
preceded the experimental trials.

According to Unsworth and Engle (2007a), IFR tasks may
be better suited for assessing recall from PM and SM than are
complex- or simple-span tasks, because IFR tasks can provide
separate measures of each component, whereas complex- and
simple-span tasks typically provide a single measure that may
reflect contributions from both components. For instance,
Tulving and Colotla (1970) developed a method that can be
applied to free recall that estimates the numbers of items
recalled from PM and SM (Gibson et al., 2010, 2011, 2012;
Unsworth & Engle, 2007a; Unsworth et al., 2010).
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According to Tulving and Colotla (1970), estimates of
the number of items that can be recalled from PM and SM
must take into consideration both input and output interfer-
ence; the greater the amount of interference preceding recall
of an item, the more likely will the item be recalled from SM
as opposed to PM. Following Tulving and Colotla, the
number of items between a given item’s presentation and
its recall is tallied. An item is considered to be recalled from
PM when there are seven or fewer items intervening be-
tween that item’s presentation and its recall. In contrast, an
item is considered to be recalled from SM when more than
seven items intervene between that item’s presentation and
its recall. Other researchers (Craik & Birtwistle, 1971;
Unsworth & Engle, 2007a) have validated these estimates by
showing that recall from SM was affected by the buildup of
proactive interference, whereas recall from PM was not (see
also Watkins, 1974).1

One concern with using Tulving and Colotla’s (1970)
method to estimate the PM and SM components of WM
capacity within the present context is that this method uses
relatively coarse and rigid criteria for defining PM and SM,
which may not be optimal for measuring change in these
components. For instance, selective enhancement of the PM
component following training could be misattributed to the
SM component if improvement in the number of items
recalled from PM expanded beyond the fixed criterion for
PM. As a result, one must be vigilant that this method does
not underestimate the number of items recalled from PM
and overestimate the number of items recalled from SM.

One way to address this concern would be to also analyze
recall accuracy on the two IFR tasks as a function of serial
position (see also Gibson et al., 2011, 2012). For instance,
Unsworth and Engle (2007a) compared the performance of
high- and low-capacity individuals on a 12-item verbal IFR
task and found significant differences in recall accuracy
across all but the last serial position. This finding led them
to conclude that high-capacity individuals differ from low-
capacity individuals in terms of both PM and SM abilities.
These findings suggest that it ought to be possible to im-
prove performance across most (if not all) serial positions if
WM training is truly able to increase both PM and SM
abilities. In contrast, if the apparent improvement in SM
abilities actually reflects improvement in PM abilities, then
such improvement should be confined to the recency portion

of the serial-position curve when recall accuracy is analyzed
(see also Gibson et al., 2011, 2012).

WM training interventions

The participants in both training conditions were instructed
to complete 25 days of WM training within five weeks.
Following the previous protocol (see Gibson et al., 2011,
2012), participants were required to complete at least
20 days of WM training within this five-week period to be
included in the final analyses. The participants completed
the computerized WM training at home via the Internet.
Daily training performance (maximum span, minimum
span, and average span) on each exercise was logged to a
secure website and monitored on a daily basis to ensure
compliance. Both training conditions included a combina-
tion of verbal and spatial span exercises (see Holmes et al.,
2009, for a more detailed description of these exercises).
The verbal exercises involved remembering the correct for-
ward serial order of letters and digits, whereas the spatial
exercises involved remembering the correct forward serial
order of locations in a two- or three-dimensional grid. Each
item was presented for 1 s. Note that a new list of items was
presented on each trial. Note also that only eight of the ten
possible exercises were presented on each day. Trainees
completed all eight exercises each day; the total time spent
training each day was set at 30 min (not including breaks).

Four of the exercises that were presented each day were
designated as “common exercises,” and they were selected
from a total set of six exercises. In this way, trainees were
introduced to different common exercises throughout the
course of the training (every 5 days) to break the monotony.
The common exercises were simple-span tasks, and the six
common exercises used in the standard-exercise training
condition were identical to those used in the modified-
exercise training condition. These exercises were included
to provide a common basis for comparison across the two
training conditions.

The remaining four exercises (two verbal and two spatial)
were designated as “critical exercises,” and these same four
exercises were presented every day. The four critical exer-
cises used in the standard-exercise training condition were
identical to those used in the modified-exercise training
condition, except that the exercises used in the standard
condition were simple-span tasks, whereas those used in
the modified condition were complex-span tasks. The two
critical verbal exercises were converted to complex-span
tasks by inserting basic mathematical operations [e.g., (2 +
2)/4 = 3] between list items (also digits), as in the operation
span task. These operations were considered to be of inter-
mediate and optimal difficulty by Turner and Engle (1989).
Both the interim and final solutions to the operation were
always a whole number between 0 and 9. This resulted in a

1 Unsworth etal. (2010) reported the split-half reliabilities of these
measures of PM and SM to be .62 and .76, respectively. However,
there is good reason to believe that Unsworth etal. (2010) underesti-
mated the reliability of these measures, because they did not control the
recall initiation strategy used in their IFR task. This is a potential
problem because the recall initiation strategy can change across trials,
and this change can influence the measures of PM and SM (Unsworth,
Brewer, & Spillers, 2011). For this reason, the recall initiation strategy
was controlled in the present study.
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total pool of 51 operations that were paired equally with
correct and incorrect final solutions. Participants responded
whether the operation was “true” or “false” before the next
list item was presented.

Likewise, the two critical spatial tasks were converted to
complex-span tasks by inserting random-dot spatial patterns
between list items (spatial locations), as in the symmetry
span task (Kane et al., 2004). These spatial patterns were
created by randomly filling half of the cells in an 8 × 4
matrix. This resulted in a total pool of approximately 600
billion different spatial patterns; these patterns were either
repeated or not in an identical grid to form vertically sym-
metrical or asymmetrical patterns. When the patterns were
asymmetrical, the pattern on one side differed by two dots
relative to the pattern on the other side. Participants
responded whether the pattern was “symmetrical” or “asym-
metrical” before the next list item was presented.

Participants were required to maintain 100 % accuracy on
the processing tasks to ensure that they did not ignore these
tasks, and no time limit was imposed on the performance of
the processing task. Failure to maintain 100 % accuracy on
the processing tasks for any given trial nullified the recall
performance for that trial, and the trial was considered
unsuccessful. The next list item was presented immediately
following each response on the processing tasks. Note that
the two processing tasks used in the modified-exercise con-
dition (mathematical operations and symmetry) were also
included as separate exercises (not interleaved between list
items) in the standard-exercise condition, to control for
training time and simple exposure to this information.

Each training exercise always began with two-item lists
on the first day of training. The number of list items pre-
sented on each subsequent trial was adjusted automatically,
on a trial-by-trial basis, to match the WM span of the
participant on each task, and the same adaptive algorithm
was used in both training conditions. The recall accuracy
threshold was modified in the present study, such that it
decreased as list length increased, resulting in an overall
recall accuracy threshold that was less than 100 %. More
specifically, no errors were allowed during recall on any
given trial when training spans ranged from two to four
items; one error was allowed during recall on any given trial
when training spans ranged from five to seven items; two
errors were allowed during recall on any given trial when
training spans ranged from eight to ten items; three errors
were allowed during recall on any given trials when training
spans ranged from 11 to 13 items; and so on. For instance,
the length of the training span increased from five to six
items if participants achieved 100 % on the processing tasks
and successfully recalled the correct forward serial order of
80 % of the five-item lists three times in row; in contrast, the
length of the training span decreased from five to four items
if participants failed to achieve 100 % on the processing

tasks or failed to recall the correct forward serial order of
80 % of the five-item lists three times in a row.

Results and discussion

Of the 20 participants who completed the pretraining as-
sessment, all 20 continued on to the WM training phase of
the study. Of these 20 participants, only one participant
failed to complete at least 20 days of training, in the
standard-exercise training condition. A total of 19 partici-
pants completed the posttraining assessments.

WM training: Critical exercises

The average spans achieved on the critical exercises are
shown in Fig. 1 as a function of exercise modality and
training duration in each of the two training conditions.
Examination of the average spans achieved by each partic-
ipant on the critical exercises revealed one participant in the
modified-exercise training condition whose training trajec-
tory far exceeded the trajectories of the other 18 participants
in either training condition (see Fig. 1). Because this one
participant had an inordinate effect on the overall perfor-
mance of the modified-exercise training condition, we there-
fore excluded this participant from the remaining analyses.

The average spans achieved on the critical exercises were
analyzed using a three-way, mixed analysis of variance
(ANOVA), with Exercise Modality (verbal vs. spatial) and

Fig. 1 Average spans achieved on the critical exercises, depicted as a
function of training duration and training condition in each of the
spatial (top panel) and verbal (bottom panel) exercise conditions. The
one participant in the modified-exercise training condition whose
training trajectory differed from the others is also plotted, for compar-
ison. Error bars represent standard errors of the means
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Training Duration (Days 6–20) as the two within-subjects
factors, and Training Condition (standard-exercise vs.
modified-exercise) as the sole between-subjects factor. Be-
cause the training spans always began at the same level for
each individual, regardless of training condition, there was
less chance for variation to occur during the early days of
training. For this reason, Training Days 1–5 were excluded
from the present analyses. However, the same results were
obtained regardless of whether or not these early training
days were included in the analysis.

As expected, average span length increased over time in
both training conditions, as indicated by a significant main
effect of training duration, F(14, 224) = 20.33, p < .0001,
ηp

2 = .56. In addition, lower average spans were achieved
when spatial exercises were performed (M = 6.20 items) than
when verbal exercises were performed (M = 8.08 items), as
indicated by a significant main effect of exercise modality,
F(1, 16) = 299.41, p < .0001, ηp

2 = .95. More impor-
tantly, the main effect of training condition did not ap-
proach significance in this experiment, F(1, 16) = 1.55,
p > .20, ηp

2 = .09. However, there was a significant
interaction between exercise modality and training condi-
tion, F(1, 17) = 5.31, p < .05, ηp

2 = .24. As expected,
subsequent analyses revealed that the average spans
achieved in the modified-exercise training condition (M =
5.77 items) were significantly lower than those achieved
in the standard-exercise training condition (M = 6.64
items) when the spatial exercises were compared, t(16) =
2.37, p < .05. In contrast, no difference was observed between
the modified-exercise and standard-exercise training condi-
tions (Ms = 8.06 and 8.09 items, respectively) when the verbal
exercises were compared, t(16) = 0.07, p > .90. In addition,
further evidence that average spans increased as a function of
training duration (Days 6–20) was provided by regression
analyses that revealed significant positive slopes in each of
the four Exercise Modality × Training conditions (psranged
from .006 to .0001; betas ranged from .237 to .495; R2 values
ranged from .056 to .245).

Despite using identical processing tasks, the pattern of
average spans observed across the two training conditions in
the present study differed somewhat from the pattern of
average spans observed by Gibson et al. (2012). Using a
heterogeneous sample of adolescents (9–16 years of age),
the previous study reported a significant main effect of
training condition, indicating that both the operation and
symmetry judgment tasks consistently caused distraction.
However, the results obtained in the present study suggested
that only the symmetry judgment task consistently caused
distraction.

Of course, the pool of processing items was several
orders of magnitude smaller in the operation judgment task
than in the symmetry judgment task, which raises the pos-
sibility that the operation judgments might have become less

distracting as participants became more familiar with these
items. Indeed, although we did not include the first 5 days of
training in our analysis of average spans reported above, these
spans were found to be significantly lower in the modified-
exercise training condition than in the standard-exercise train-
ing condition on the secondday of training (Ms = 5.21 vs. 5.71
items, p < .02), and marginally lower on the third day of
training (Ms = 6.10 vs. 6.54 items, p = .08), but not on
subsequent days. Thus, a more refined conclusion is that the
operation judgments did cause significant distraction in the
present study, but only temporarily. Moreover, these same
operation judgments may have caused more persistent distrac-
tion in Gibson et al.’s (2012) study because it is likely that the
younger sample of participants used in that study were less
familiar with the results of these operations (see also the
supplementary materials for a detailed analysis of the mean
correct processing latencies associated with the operation and
symmetry judgment tasks).

WM training: Common exercises

Analysis of the average spans achieved on the critical exer-
cises suggested that the participants in the modified-exercise
training condition were exposed to significant distraction on
at least some of the training exercises (the critical spatial
exercises). We can get an initial impression of the impact of
this more-difficult training by examining potential group
differences in the average spans achieved over time on the
common exercises. The average spans achieved on the com-
mon exercises are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of training
duration in each of the two training conditions. As can be seen
in Fig. 2, average spans were equal across the two training
conditions, indicating that participants in the modified-
exercise training condition did not develop higher WM ca-
pacity than participants in the standard-exercise training con-
dition. More specifically, we found a significant main effect of

Fig. 2 Average spans achieved on the common exercises, depicted as
a function of training duration in each of the two training groups. The
one participant in the modified-exercise training condition whose
training trajectory differed from the others is also plotted, for compar-
ison. Note that some new exercises were introduced on Days 6, 11, 16,
and 21 (not shown). Error bars represent standard errors of the means
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training duration, F(14, 224) = 74.08, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .82, but

neither the main effect of training condition nor the Training
Duration × Training Condition interaction approached signif-
icance (both Fs ≤ 1). Although examination of the average
spans achieved on the common exercises did not reveal any
differences between the two training conditions over time, this
common measure did not differentiate between the two com-
ponents of WM capacity. Accordingly, we turn next to an
analysis of our main WM outcome measures.

Stage 1 analysis: PM and SM

The analysis of WM outcomes proceeded in two stages, and
the second stage was contingent on the findings obtained in
the first stage. The first stage of analysis explored two
primary questions: The first concerned whether using a
reduced recall accuracy threshold during training could tar-
get the SM component, and the second concerned whether
the beneficial effects of this reduced recall accuracy thresh-
old might increase even further when paired with complex-
span exercises (as in the modified-exercise training
condition).

A three-way, mixed ANOVA was performed on the
numbers of items recalled, with Time (pretraining vs. post-
training) and Memory Type (PM vs. SM, as derived using
Tulving and Colotla’s, 1970, method) as the two within-
subjects factors and Training Condition (standard-exercise
vs. modified-exercise) as the sole between-subjects factor.
For the sake of simplicity, task modality (verbal IFR task vs.
spatial IFR task) was not included as an independent vari-
able, because a preliminary analysis indicated that task
modality did not interact with any of the other experimental
variables. In addition, although the results reported below
excluded the participant with the superior training perfor-
mance, the same results were obtained regardless of whether
or not this participant was included.

The number of items correctly recalled from PM and SM
is shown in Table 1 as a function of time for both the
standard-exercise and modified-exercise training conditions.
We found a significant main effect of time, F(1, 16) = 19.21,
p < .0001, ηp

2 = .55, indicating that more items were recalled
in the posttraining condition (M = 3.35) than in the pretraining
condition (M = 2.92). In addition, a significant main effect of
memory type also emerged, F(1, 16) = 15.05, p < .001,
ηp

2 = .48, indicating that more items were recalled from
PM (M = 3.44) than from SM (M = 2.83). However, the
main effect of training condition did not approach sig-
nificance, F < 1. Furthermore, although the effect of
time (posttraining scores – pretraining scores) resulted in a
numerically larger increase in the number of items that could
be recalled from SM (M = 0.60 items), t(17) = 4.02, p < .001,
than from PM (M = 0.26 items), t(17) = 3.31, p < .005, the
Time ×Memory Type interaction did not attain significance in

this study, F(1, 16) = 2.81, p > .10, ηp
2 = .15. None of the other

interactions approached significance (all Fs < 1).

Stage 1 analysis: Serial-position effects

Might the significant enhancement of the SM component
reported above be due to enhanced recall from PM that had
spilled over into the SM range of measurement? If so, then
corresponding improvements in recall accuracy should be
confined to the recency portion of the serial-position curve,
which in turn should result in a significant Time × Serial
Position interaction. The probabilities of correct recall are
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of time and serial position for
both the standard-exercise (top panel) and modified-exercise
(middle panel) training conditions.

A three-way, mixed ANOVA was performed on the prob-
abilities of correct recall, with Time and Serial Position (1 to
12) as the two within-subjects factors, and Training Condition
as the sole between-subjects factor. A significant main effect
of time was apparent, F(1, 16) = 19.21, p < .0001, ηp

2 = .55,
indicating that accuracy was higher in the posttraining than in
the pretraining condition. We also found a significant main
effect of serial position, F(11, 176) = 130.26, p < .0001,
ηp

2 = .89, indicating that accuracy was higher for the
recency items than for the prerecency items. However,
neither the main effect of training condition nor any of
the two- or three-way interactions approached significance
in this study (all Fs < 1).

Thus, recall accuracy appeared to be consistently im-
proved across the entire range of serial positions. This
finding is consistent with Unsworth and Engle’s (2007a)
finding that high-capacity individuals differed from low-
capacity individuals across the entire range of serial posi-
tions. Furthermore, this finding suggests that the significant
enhancement of the SM component observed following

Table 1 Mean estimates the numbers of items recalled from secondary
memory (SM) and primary memory (PM) as a function of time and
training condition

Time

Pretraining Posttraining

Standard Training

SM abilities 2.52 (0.26) 3.12 (0.19)

PM abilities 3.26 (0.11) 3.54 (0.12)

Modified Training

SM abilities 2.55 (0.21) 3.15 (0.26)

PM abilities 3.36 (0.10) 3.60 (0.09)

No Contact

SM abilities 2.52 (0.16) 2.54 (0.18)

PM abilities 3.29 (0.08) 3.37 (0.09)

Standard errors appear in parentheses
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training was not simply an artifact of how the PM and SM
components were measured in the present study.

In summary, the first stage of our analyses provided
evidence that the SM component can be targeted and en-
hanced by using a reduced recall accuracy threshold. How-
ever, the beneficial effects of this reduced recall accuracy
threshold did not depend on training condition.

Stage 2 analyses: Comparison to a no-contact control
condition

Having successfully demonstrated that reducing the recall
accuracy threshold can target and enhance the SM compo-
nent (as well as the PM component), the study progressed to
the second stage of analysis, which attempted to distinguish
performance in the two active training conditions from a no-
contact control condition, in order to rule out simple test–
retest effects. Accordingly, a new sample of 12 undergrad-
uates was recruited from the University of Notre Dame
approximately 1 year after the initial training study was
completed. Despite this time gap, the participants in the
control group completed the study at the same point in the
academicyear (spring semester) as the participants in the

two active training conditions, and they were also paid the
same amount ($100.00) as the participants in the two active
training conditions.

For the sake of comparison, the numbers of items recalled
from PM and SM are listed in Table 1, and the probabilities
of correct recall as a function of serial position are shown in
Fig. 3 (bottom panel). As expected, preliminary analyses
revealed no improvements in PM, SM, or recall accuracy as
a function of time when the no-contact control condition
was considered in isolation.

The present analyses therefore focused on a compari-
son of the numbers of items recalled from PM and SM
between the two active training conditions (which were
treated here as a single active treatment condition) and
the no-contract control condition. Because pretraining
estimates of the numbers of items recalled from PM
and SMwere significantly correlated with their corresponding
posttraining estimates (r = .635 and r = .420, respectively;
both ps < .02), we used an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
approach in order to decrease error variance, and thereby
increase the statistical power of our analysis (Maxwell &
Delaney, 2004).

We began by conducting a one-way ANCOVA on
posttraining estimates of the number of items recalled
from SM, with Training Condition (active vs. control)
as the between-subjects factor and pretraining estimates
of the number of items recalled from SM as the covariate. As
expected, we found a significant main effect of training con-
dition, F(1, 27) = 7.02, p < .01, ηp

2 = .21, indicating that
individuals recalled significantly more items from SM after
training with a lower recall accuracy threshold (adjusted M =
3.13 items) than after no training at all (adjusted M = 2.55
items), after controlling for pretraining estimates of the num-
ber of items recalled from SM. This corresponds to a 23 %
increase in the number of items recalled from SM.

In addition, we also conducted the same one-way
ANCOVA on posttraining estimates of the number of items
recalled from PM, with Training Condition as the between-
subjects factor and pretraining estimates of the number of
items recalled from PM capacity as the covariate. As
expected, a significant main effect of training condition
was found, F(1, 28) = 4.59, p < .05, ηp

2 = .14, indicating
that individuals recalled significantly more items from PM
after training (adjustedM = 3.56 items) than after no training
at all (adjusted M = 3.37 items), after controlling for pre-
training estimates of the number of items recalled from PM.
This corresponds to a 6 % increase in the number of items
recalled from PM. Altogether, these findings are important,
because they suggest that the improvements in PM and SM
capacity observed following active training were not due
simply to practice with the WM outcome measures, as the
individuals in this control condition were exposed to the
same practice with these measures.

Fig. 3 Proportions of correct recall, depicted as a function of time and
serial position in each of the standard-exercise (top panel), modified-
exercise (middle panel), and no-contact control (bottom panel) con-
ditions. Error bars represent standard errors of the means
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General discussion

In the present study, we investigated whether Cogmed-RM
could be modified to target the SM component of WM
capacity. Two modifications were investigated. The first
involved decreasing the recall accuracy threshold in order
to accommodate the more difficult task of retrieving infor-
mation from SM, and the second involved converting the
standard simple-span exercises into complex-span exercises
in order to increase the likelihood that information might be
lost from PM. In addition, the present study was also con-
ducted within an exploratory context to investigate whether
the potentially beneficial effects of either or both of these
two theoretically inspired modifications could be observed
before investing in a full-scale randomized controlled trial
study (RCT).

With respect to the first modification, the present study
provided important new evidence that the SM component
can be targeted and enhanced when the recall accuracy
threshold constraining training spans is reduced below
100 %. We have suggested that changes in recall accuracy
threshold mainly affect the extent to which SM capacity is
targeted during training, because this threshold is used to
estimate individual abilities during training. Given that re-
call from SM is harder and less accurate than recall from PM
(Unsworth & Engle, 2007a), the adaptive nature of the
training regimen will become increasingly more likely to
target the SM component as the recall accuracy threshold
becomes less stringent (up to some point).

The algorithm used to lower the recall accuracy threshold
in the present study was somewhat arbitrary and was chosen
mainly because we thought that such values would create
longer lists that individuals still had a reasonable chance of
recalling. However, it is possible that algorithms that reduce
recall accuracy thresholds even more may lead to greater
enhancement of the SM component, owing to the fact that
such lower thresholds should provide even greater opportu-
nity to practice retrieving list items from SM.

With respect to the second modification, the present
study showed that the SM component was enhanced equal-
ly, regardless of whether the reduced recall accuracy thresh-
old was implemented within complex- or simple-span
exercises. In addition, this finding was obtained despite the
fact that at least some of the critical complex-span exercises
appeared to operate as intended in the present study. In par-
ticular, the spatial complex-span exercises appeared to cause
consistent distraction relative to the corresponding simple-
span exercises, as evidenced by lower average spans achieved
during training on the spatial complex-span exercises.

But if the distraction caused by the intervening symmetry
judgments increased the likelihood that the spatial list items
had to be retrieved from SM, why didn’t training with
complex-span exercises lead to greater enhancement of the

SM component? Of course, one reason why this did not
occur concerns the possibility that the complex-span exer-
cises did not cause enough distraction in the present study,
either because the pool of processing items was too small (at
least in the verbal exercises) or because the duration of the
processing period was not controlled.

However, a more likely reason that greater enhancement
of the SM component was not observed in the modified-
exercise relative to the standard-exercise condition concerns
the relation between list length and SM involvement, on the
one hand, and the use of an adaptive training algorithm to
adjust list length, on the other. More specifically, the pre-
diction that training with complex-span exercises should
target the SM component more than training with simple-
span exercises may only hold true when list length is held
constant across the two training conditions. This is because,
for a list of a particular length, list items are more likely to
be retrieved from SM when the list is presented in the
context of a complex-span task than when it is presented
in the context of a simple-span task. As such, when list
length is held constant, recall accuracy is likely to be lower
in the complex-span than in the simple-span condition be-
cause recall from SM is more difficult and less accurate.

However, if the length of the simple-span list is allowed
to grow longer than the length of the complex-span list, then
the extents to which retrieval from SM is required for recall
may become more equal across the two tasks (Unsworth &
Engle, 2006). In fact, one way to equalize the extents to
which retrieval from SM is required for recall across the two
tasks would be to hold recall accuracy constant (and below
100 %) while allowing list length to vary—precisely the
logic of contemporary adaptive WM training regimens.
Thus, future investigations of exercise type will likely re-
quire nonadaptive training contexts in which list length is
held constant while allowing recall accuracy to vary across
training.

The present conclusion that the SM component of
WM capacity can be targeted by reducing the recall
accuracy threshold is important for at least two reasons.
First, the present findings are important because they
provide the necessary empirical foundation for proceed-
ing to a full-scale RCT in which participants would be
randomly assigned to either a decreased recall accuracy
threshold condition, a 100 % recall accuracy threshold
condition, or a placebo control condition. On the basis of
both the present and previous findings (Gibson et al.,
2012), these three training conditions can be interpreted
to reflect a two-component (PM+ SM) training condition,
a one-component (PM only) training condition, and a
zero-component training condition, respectively (see the
supplementary materials for preliminary evidence that the
two-component condition can be empirically distin-
guished from the one-component condition).
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Second, the present findings are also important because
they provide the necessary empirical foundation for using
WM training regimens as a testing ground for theories of
WM capacity. For instance, according to the dual-
component theory of WM capacity, individual differences
in PM and SM abilities both explain unique variation in
higher-level cognitive abilities such as fluid IQ. Conse-
quently, a WM training regimen that can experimentally
enhance both the PM and SM components of WM capacity
should lead to greater enhancement of fluid IQ than would a
WM training regimen that can experimentally enhance only
the PM component of WM capacity. Thus, WM training
represents an important tool for testing theories of WM
capacity, just as theories of WM capacity represent an im-
portant tool for improving the potency of WM training.

Although the present study has provided preliminary
evidence that reducing the recall accuracy threshold can
target and enhance the SM component, future RCTs should
also strive to provide a more thorough understanding of the
nature of this enhancement. More specifically, current theo-
ries construe recall from SM as a multistep process. For
instance, Unsworth (2007, 2009) has construed recall from
SM in terms of three parameters: the size of the search set,
the recovery of potential targets from this set, and error
monitoring. Furthermore, using delayed recall and continu-
ous distractor tasks that isolated the SM component from the
PM component, Unsworth (2009) operationalized these
three parameters in terms of recall latency, recall accuracy,
and intrusion errors, respectively, in order to examine how
preexisting individual differences in these three parameters
related to preexisting differences in WM capacity and fluid
IQ. The main findings suggested that preexisting differences
in WM capacity and fluid IQ were primarily related to the
use of smaller search sets (i.e., faster recall latencies) and
better recovery of potential targets (i.e., higher recall accu-
racies) during retrieval.

Thus, future studies of WM training should attempt to
clarify the nature of SM enhancement by using outcome
tasks that can isolate the SM component and allow exami-
nation of the relative patterns of enhancement across recall
latency, recall accuracy, and intrusion errors. Although the
present findings indicating that SM abilities increased fol-
lowing training are commensurate with an increase in recall
accuracy, the IFR tasks used in the present study cannot be
used to provide pure measures of the size of the search set or
error monitoring, because these tasks were used to measure
both the PM and SM components of WM capacity.

In conclusion, the present study has provided a compo-
nent analysis of WM training to examine whether the SM
component of WM capacity could be targeted and enhanced
by span-based exercises. The main findings suggested that
the SM component could be enhanced by span-based exer-
cises when a more lenient recall accuracy threshold was

used. In contrast, the manipulation of exercise type (com-
plex vs. simple span) showed little effect on the SM com-
ponent of WM capacity thus far (see also Gibson et al.,
2012). These findings are important because they raise the
possibility that the effects of WM training on higher-level
cognitive abilities such as fluid IQ can be increased by
increasing the number of components that are targeted and
enhanced by an intervention.
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